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Abstract: 

In this paper, infrared data correction algorithm is suggested based on neural 

network functional approximation when the environmental temperatures such as air 

temperature are varying. To compensate infrared data, the relationship between 

infrared data and environmental temperatures is investigated first. Based on the 

relationship, a neural network approach is applied to identify a function which can 

be utilized to compensate the influence of environmental temperatures on infrared 

data. Through experiments the proposed neural network based algorithm is shown 

to reduce the influence of environmental temperatures on the infrared data 

effectively by comparing with polynomial based functional approximation 

approachs 

Keywords:. Thermal infrared Data, compensation algorithm, neural netwrok, 

environmental temperature variation. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Recently, infrared thermal imaging cameras are widely 

used for the screening of fertile infectious diseases. In 

order to detect accurate body temperatures, infrared 

cameras should be well calibrated. The difficulties of 

infrared camera calibration lie in the nonlinear 

characteristics of thermal detectors. A conventional way 

of data correction in infrared cameras is to use some 

target temperature source for compensation. As a target 

temperature source, thermal electric coolers or black 

body sources are often used. Using this source, a look-up 

table is established for compensation of infrared thermal 

data from infrared cameras. This kind of off-line 

correction process should be done first. Recently, on-line 

scene-based methods are widely studied in the literature. 

Even though this procedure is successfully done, 

additional calibrations should be proceeded considering 

environmental conditions because the sensitivity of 

infrared cameras is varying depending on detector 

temperatures and environmental ambient temperatures. 

II.  INFRARED CAMERA MODEL 

In general, an infrared camera measurement model can be 

described by the following equation 

),,,()(),,,()( bladijijbladijij TTTTbtxTTTTaty +=            (1) 

Where ijij xy ,
 

are respectively infrared camera output 

and infrared detector input of  (i,j)-th pixel. 
ijij ba ,

 
are 

model coefficients and blad TTTT ,,,
 

are respectively 

camera ambient temperature, circuit amplifier 

temperature, lens temperature, and temperature of 

detector back plate. The infrared camera measurement 

model is usually given as a first-order input-output 

equation like (1). The model coefficients are depending 

on various environmental temperatures, so we should 

investigate the relationship between the coefficients and 

environmental temperature parameters. In order to clarify 

the relationship, we adopt Pearson coefficient to measure 

the correlation between thermal infrared data and these 

environmental parameters. Pearson coefficient is obtained 

by the following equation. 
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In (2), N  is the number of data and YX ,  are 

respectively thermal infrared data and these 

environmental parameters. Here, thermal infrared data are 
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observed using blackbody whose temperature is set to a 

constant one. The Pearson coefficient is calculated using 

the experimental data with respect to each environmental 

parameters. The closer to 1 the Pearson coefficient for 

some environmental parameter is, the larger the 

correlation between the parameter and the thermal 

infrared data is. Table 1 represents the experimental 

results of Pearson coefficients for each environmental 

parameter. In the experiment, the temperature of target 

blackbody source has been changed from to C15 to C35  

As can be seen from Table 1, the camera ambient 

temperature is the most influential parameter on the 

camera model output. In general, an infrared camera 

measurement model for i-th row j-th column pixel 

element can be described by the following equation 

considering camera environmental temperature. 

 

)()()()()( 00 eijijijijij TfTbtxTaty ++= (3) 

where are respectively infrared camera temperature 

output and thermal input for (i,j)-th pixel element. The 

model nominal coefficients are model coefficients 

determined at nominal camera environment temperature 

and are the additional output function depending on 

camera environmental temperature. In order to obtain an 

accurate object temperature, the function should be 

estimated as much exactly as you can and compensated. 

Figure 1 represents the time profiles of the infrared 

camera output and camera environmental temperature 

when blackbody temperature is set to be Co30 . The 

experimental data were obtained when camera ambient 

temperature was varying from to Co20 to Co50 . Camera 

ambient temperatures are measured by the 

 

 

 

Table 1. Pearson coefficient 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

temperature sensor located in the infrared camera. As 

shown in the figure, the infrared camera outputs and 

camera environmental temperatures are considerably 

correlated. So, it can be easily figured out that the 

function )( eij Tf in the model equation (1) is a function of 

the environmental temperature difference between the 

nominal camera environment temperatures 0T and the 

real camera environmental temperature eT , 
0TTT e −=

.The functions 
ijf can be defined as follows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Blackbody 

Temperature 
dT  

aT  lT  bT  

C15  0.9982 0.2398 -0.9769 -0.8495 

C20  0.9970 0.4119 -0.8783 -0.6329 

C25  0.9976 0.0840 -0.4988 0.5821 

C30  0.9977 0.7390 -0.3567 0.7103 

C35  0.9985 0.7373 -0.8375 -0.3007 
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)()( 0TTfTf eijeij −=                      (4) 

 

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the infrared 

camera output and camera environmental temperatures. 

Usually it is chosen to be the room temperature

CT o250 = .For example; the nominal coefficients 
ijij ba ,

can be obtained using the equations (3) with 

0)()( 0 =−= TTfTf eijeij
and (4) in Fig.2. So a compensation 

function
ijf for a function

ijf is estimated and using that 

mapping, we can compensate the influence of camera 

environmental temperatures on infrared camera output 

data. 

III.  DESIGN OF THERMAL INFRARED DATA 

COMPENSATION ALGORITHM 

Based on the model given by (3), we try to find an 

algorithm of how to obtain a compensation function
ijf . 

To estimate
ijf , the following optimization problem is 

solved for each pixel using experimental data 

 

)()()()()(min)()(min 00 eijijijijijeijeij TfTbtxTatyTfTf −−−=− (5) 

 

As shown in Fig.2, the function
ijf ’s have nonlinear 

characteristics and nonlinear functional approximation is 

carried out using neural network. In order to find the 

optimal compensation function for 
ijf , we consider two 

cases. One is a polynomial based functional 

approximation which optimizes the minimization 

problem described by (5) with the following two cases for 

 

i) First-order polynomial function 

 

)()( 0TTdcTf eijijeij −+=                                             (6) 

 

ii) Second–order polynomial function 

 
2

00 )()()( TTeTTdcTf eijeijijeij −+−+=                     (7) 

 

Secondly, we consider a neural network based algorithm 

for the estimation of the compensation function 
ijf . The 

neural network for each 
ijf consists of one input, one 

hidden, and one output layer. Generally, the structure of 

the neural network we consider is represented by the 

following input-output equations in each layer. 
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-Hidden Layer 
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-Output Layer 
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In (6), ,,, I

i

I

iI BWN and 
I

iO
 
are respectively the number 

of neurons in the input layer, the weight and offset 

parameter between i-th neuron and input environmental 

temperature eT , and the sigmoid output of i-th neuron in 

the input layer. 
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In (9), 
H

ij

H

ijH BWN ,, and H

iO are respectively the 

number of neurons in the hidden layer, the weight and 

offset parameter between i-th neuron in the hidden layer 

and i-th output 
I

iO in the input layer, and the sigmoid 

output of i-th neuron in the hidden layer.  In (9), O

j

O

j BW ,

is respectively the weight and offset parameter between j-

th neuron in the hidden layer and the sigmoid output in 

the output layer which is the estimation of the 

compensation function, 
ijf

 
 

In next section, the performance of the suggested 

compensation algorithm is investigated for the 

compensation functions 
ijf . 

IV.  NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

In this section, numerical performance of the suggested 

simple compensation algorithm (8) is analyzed. As 

mentioned In this section, numerical performances of 

compensation algorithms described by (4), (5), and (6)-

(8) are analyzed. Here in the experiment, thermal infrared 

data have been collected using 640x480 Jenoptik infrared 

cameras. In the experiment black body source was set to 

be. In the performance comparison, we chose the center 

pixel, but it does not matter that any pixel is chosen. The 

results are similar. As mentioned in the previous section, 

the nominal coefficients ijij ba , of the center pixel are  

obtained from Fig.2 at CT o250 =  as follows. 

 

61.98,0242.0 −== ijij ba              

First, we consider the first order polynomial 

approximation case. In (4), we have the following results 

for the coefficients from Fig.2. 

 

8333.0,0 == ijij dc  

Fig. 3 shows the compensation results. The 

compensated infrared thermal temperatures are within   

for the target black body temperature  .  The temperature 

accuracy of commercial infrared cameras is usually   and   

for some high price ones.  

Next, we consider the second order approximation case. 

As same in the previous case, using (4), (5), and (8) with 

(9) and (10), we have the following optimal values for the 

coefficients 

 

0206.0,6115.0,0878.0 ==−= ijijij edc  

Fig. 4 shows the comparison results between 1st order 

compensation and 2nd order compensation. In case of 2nd 

order compensation, the temperature measurement 

accuracy is improved to be within Co5.0 . This is 

because the characteristics of the relationship between 

infrared camera data and camera environmental 

temperature show nonlinear 

 

 
 

 
 

one in Fig. 2. If we choose the estimation of the 

compensation functions by considering full nonlinearity, 

the performance will be much more improved than 2nd 

order polynomial approximation. To see this, the 

performance a neural network based approach is 
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investigated for this kind of nonlinear functional 

approximation. In the neural network described by (6)-

(8), we chose the number of neurons in input and hidden 

layers as follows 

 

20,20 == HI NN  

The number of neurons in each layer is important. If 

we choose too small, the estimation performance is not 

good. If we choose the number of neurons large, then the 

estimation performance shows very good but the 

computation takes much time to estimate the 

compensation values for each neuron. It makes the real 

time implementation impossible. Now the progress in the 

technology of GPU makes the real time implementation 

more easier and possible. By the way, it is not always 

good that the large number of neurons is chosen in each 

layer. In some cases, it takes long to train data and it is 

more easier to make neural networks being in local 

minima. So it is very important to choose the number of 

neurons in each layer appropriately. In this example, the 

nonlinearity of the function which is required to be 

compensated is not severe. So we just chose it a little bit 

of small number, 20.  

Fig. 5 shows the estimation results of the suggested 

neural network and Fig. 6 shows the compensation 

performance of the neural network. As shown in Fig. 5, 

the nonlinearity is well estimated by the neural network. 

In order to get the parameters of the neural network, it 

was trained 10 thousand epochs. The compensated 

thermal infrared temperatures are well maintained within 

around the target black body temperature,  .  As expected, 

the suggested neural network approach showed the better 

compensation performance for camera environmental 

temperature variations. 

 

 
 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a compensation algorithm for infrared 

camera data has been suggested considering 

environmental parameters such as camera ambient 

temperature. The experimental results show that the 

proposed neural network approach is more effective than 

polynomial functional approach. The compensation 

algorithm is implemented only by using camera 

environment temperatures rather than detector substrate 

temperatures and others. . 
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